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书籍目录

目录
a bit, a little
about, around, round
about, on
above all, after all
above, below, over under
absent from, absent in
accept, receive
accident, event, incident
ache, hurt, pain
across, over, through
add up, add up to, add to, add... to
advise, persuade, warn
affair, business, matter
affect, effect
afraid of, afraid to, afraid that
again, over again, once more, once again, once and again, now and again,
over and over (again), again and again, time and (time) again
ago, before
ago, for , from, since
agree about, agree on, agree to, agree with
alike, like, likely
allow, permit, let
all, whole
almost, nearly, practically
alone, lonely
aloud , loud, loudly
already, all ready
already, still, yet
also, too, either
although, though
among, between
an English teacher, a teacher of English
angry about/at, angry with
another, more
another, other, others
a number ot, the number of
anxious about, anxious for,anxious to (do)
anybody, anyone, any one
any, some
anything but, nothing but
appear, look, seem
arise, rise, raise
arrive at, arrive in
as, because, since for
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ask, ask for
asleep, sleepy, sleeping
as, like
as well, as well as
as, when, while
at a distance, in the distance, from a distance
at all, in all
at any moment, at the moment, for a moment, for the moment ,
in a moment
at a time, at one time at times at all times
at hand, by hand, in hand
at, in, on
at night, on the night, on a. . . night
at no time, in no time
at one's back, on one's back
at sb's' time of life, the time of sb's life
at table, at the table
attend, join, join in, join sb in, take part in
at the back of, in the back of
at the beginning (of), in the beginning, from the beginning
at the corner, in the corner, on the corner
at the end, by the end
at (the) least, in the least
at the point of, in point of, on the point of
at the spot, on the spot, in a spot
at work , in work
awake, awaken, wake, waken
beach, coast , seaside, shore
beat, defeat, win
beautiful, handsome, pretty
because, because of
before, in front of, in the front of
before long, long before
begin/start with, to begin/start with
be gone, have gone
be interested in, show interest in, feel/have/take interest in
believe, believe in
be made of, be made from, be made into, be made up of
be on strike go on strike
besides, but, except
be to, be about to
be used for, be used tc
big, large , great, grand, huge
black, dark
body, figure
borrow, lend
break in, break into
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bring , carry, fetch, take
broad, wide
build up, put up, set up
burned, burnt
by bus, in a bus, on a bus, take a bus
by the name of, in the name of, under the name of ,
by, with
call at, call for, call in, call on, drop in
call one names, make one's name
calm, quiet, silent, still
care about, care for
carry on, carry out
catch fire, set fire to, set. .. on fire
catch sight of, keep sight of
catch up with, keep up with
cause, reason
centre, middle
certain, sure
chance, opportunity
choose, select, elecl
church, a church , the church
climate, weather
close by, close to, next to, next door to
cloth, clothes, clothing
come into view, come in view of
compare to, compare.. . with
cost, pay, spend, take
country, nation, state
couple, pair
course, court, field, playground
daily , everyday, every day
dare do, dare to do
day by day, day after day
deep, deeply
demand, request, require
didn't need to do, needn't have done
die from, die of, die for, die off, die out
disappointed about/at, disappointed with
dismiss, employ, fire) hire, sack
do, rnake
door, gate
dozens of, a dozen of
dream about, dream of
drill, exercise
drip, droop) drop, fall
drive, ride
drunk, drunken
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during, in
each, every
one another each other one after another, one and another
either. . . or, neither. . . nor, not only. . . but also
error, fault, mistake
escape, flee, fly, run away
evening,night
everybody, everyone, every one
excuse, pardon, sorry
expect, hope, wish
expect, wait
fairly, pretty, quite, rather
familiar to, familiar with
family, home, house
famous as, famous for
far, by far, so far
faraway, far away, far (away) from, away from
farther, further
fast, quick, soon
feed. . . to, feed . . with/on, feed on, feed up
finally, at last, in the end
first, firstly, first of all, at first, for the first time
floor, ground
floor, storey (story)
folk, people, race
for example, such as
forget doing, forget to do
forget, leave, lose
for oneself, by oneself, to oneself of oneself,in oneself,
between oneself
for safety, in safety, to safety
game, games, sport sports
gather, collect, get in
get sb to do, get sb doing, get sth done
gift, present
give in, give up
give off, give out
glare at, stare at
go to do, go and do, go doing
go on to do, go on doing, go on with
go to bed, go to sleep, be asleep, fall asleep
go to sea, go to the sea
half, half (of) , the half
hand in , hand out
hand on, hand down, hand round
happen, happen to
hard, hardly
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hardly, scarcely, barely, no sooner
have been to, have gone to
have on, put on, pull on, try on, wear, dress, be dressed (in), in
have, own
have sb do, have sb doing, have sth done
have something to do, have something to do with
hear about, hear from, hear of
hear, listen
hear sb do, hear sb doing, hear sth done
help, help with, help out, help sb to sth
help, rescue, save
Here we are. Here you are. Here it is. Here they are. Here 1 am
high, highly
historic, historical
hold back , hold up
holiday, leave, vacation
How do you do? How are you?
how long , how soon, how often , how far
human, human being, individual, man, person
hundred , hundreds of
hurt, injure, wound
1 dare say. 1 dare you to. . . You dare! How dare you?
if, whether
if only, only if
ill, sick
I'm telling you 1 tell you. You're telling me.
in, into
in case, in case of,in the case of
in charge, in charge of, in the charge of
in common, in common with, out of common
in the earth, on earth
in favour in favour with, in favour of
in future, in the future, for the future
in half, in two, into halves, into two parts
in order to, so as to , so. . . as to, in order that, so that , so. . . that
such...that
in possession of, in the possession of, have possession of
in respect of, in respect to, with respect of
in sight, in sight of, out of sight, out of sight of, at the sight of
insist, insist on
in spirit, in. . . spirits
in spring, in the spring, have a. . . spring
instant, minute, moment, second
instead, instead of
interested in doing, interested to do
in the air, on the air
in the east of, to the east of , on the east of
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in the evening, on the evening, towards evening
in (the) face of, on the face of
in the field , on the field
in the morning, on the morning
in the road , on the road
in the sun , under the sun
in the way, on the way, by the way, in a way
in time, on time
introduce.. . to, introduce. . . into
in view, in view of, in the view of with a view of/to
in word, in words, in a/one word, in other words
it's, its
job, labour, work
journey, tour, travel,trip voyage
keep doing, keep on doing
know, know of, know about
known as, known for, known by, known to
lack, be short of, be in want of
last, the last
late, lately
laugh at, laugh over,smile at
lay, lie
learn about, learn of , learn from, learn by
think about, think of, think over, think out
throw at, throw to
till, until
tire of, tired of, tired with/from, tire out
tire, tired ,tiresome , tiring
too , too much, much too, too many
too. .. to, only too. . . to, not too. . . to
try to do, try and do, try doing
unless, if. . . not
useful for, useful to
valuable for, valuable to
wait for, wait (up)on , wait on/at table(s)
want (sb) to do, want doing, want sth done, want to be done
warn sb of/about, warn sb against
what for, what if
Who do you think he is? Do you know who be is?
wide, widely
wonder about, wonder at
work at, work on
worth, worthy
would, used to, be used to
write in, write with
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